Lesson 6: More Left Turns in Traffic – Mt. Prospect
Points of Emphasis: Protected and Unprotected Left Turns

Notes:

1) Discuss proceeding into intersection for unprotected left turn.

2) Remind driver on unprotected turn that if they cannot see oncoming traffic they do not turn until the intersection is safe.

GBN – Parking Lot

1) Left out of Lot
2) Right on Shermer
3) Right on Willow (Lane change left)
4) Left on Pfingsten (Watch traffic - merge from right – check mirror and blind spot)
5) Right on East Lake (Pass GBS – Pick left turn lane – read signs – practice lane changes)
6) Right on Des Plaines River Rd (After bridge – slow down around turn for traffic light)
7) Left on Camp McDonald (Lane change left for turn)
8) Left on Wolf
9) Left on Euclid
10) Left on Burning Bush (Traffic light)
11) Signal – Park on Right (Switch Driver - Reverse back to left – go back to Euclid)
12) Left on Euclid
13) Left on Des Plaines River Rd (Route 45)
14) Left on Camp McDonald (Turn in 2nd drive on Left – red fence – reverse back right – count how many seconds long to go straight)
15) Right on Des Plaines River Rd
16) Left on Euclid (Discuss 2 names Euclid/Lake – road changes name in Glenview)
17) Left on Pfingsten (Use outside left turn lane – watch to right for traffic merging)
18) Right on Willow (No turn on red sign)
19) Left on Shermer
20) Left on Sherman (Turn into school – park)